Continuous independent quality control for fetal nuchal translucency measurements provided by the cumulative summation technique.
The cumulative summation technique (CUSUM) is an innovative method for the quality control of nuchal translucency (NT) measurements. CUSUM allows immediate corrective intervention as soon as an unacceptable tendency is noted. The aim of this study was to implement an objective and dynamic quality control method based on the CUSUM technique for prompt analysis of fetal NT measurement which would be compatible with different standards in routine clinical practice. The findings were compared to the standard NT quality control methods currently in use. Three sets of fetal NT measurements performed by three experienced examiners (I, II and III) were selected for retrospective evaluation. One additional set of NT measurements performed by examiner IV was prospectively assessed to approve the practicability of the method. NT measurements were conducted according to the recommendations of Fetal Medical Foundation (FMF) Germany and London. NT values were converted to Z-scores. For quality and accuracy evaluation, data were fed into the Digisono CUSUM software to create double CUSUM charts of Z-scores. In addition, histograms were composed from the Z-scores of each set of measurements and plotted against a normal Gaussian distribution. Three different patterns of retrospective performance and one set of NT measurements that was evaluated prospectively are presented. The full alignment of Z-scores using CUSUM curves reflected exact periods of under- and overestimation of NT measurements. The CUSUM chart of the prospective data set reveals that prompt corrective intervention of poor performance resulted in reconstitution of optimal results and provided sufficient control. In contrast, histograms of NT Z-scores only showed a minor positive or negative shift as compared to the expected values on the basis of Gaussian distribution, but could not identify poor performance. Use of the CUSUM technique analysing the quality of sonographic NT measurements provides the possibility to prospectively observe the development of the examiner's skills, to maintain competence and to promptly define the time when inaccurate measurements start to occur.